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Neural Algebra

A M ODEL OF INTERACTING BRAIN FUNCTIONS

E.Engeler

Abstract

The mathematical model introduced in this paper attempts toexplain how complex scripts

of behavior and conceptual contents can reside in, combine and interact on large networks

of interconnected basic actors.

The approach derives from modeling the neural structure anddynamics of the connectome

of a brain. The neurological hypothesis attributes functions of the brain to sets of firing

neurons, dynamically as sets of cascades of such firings, typically visualized by imaging

technologies. Such sets are represented as the elements of what we call a neural algebra,

and their interaction as its basic operation. In particularwe analyze the representation

of perception and of control in its various forms, distributed, hierarchical, recursive and

especially reflexive control, the latter modeling the concept of self-reflecting control.

The main thrust of this paper develops from the fact that characteristic properties of these

suggestive notions can be cast in the form of equations of theneural algebra. Analyzing

the solutions leads to a complete description of the necessary structure of their neural

correlates.
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1 Brain Functions

Neuroscience has demonstrated that mental objects such as individual con-

cepts and memories are locatable in the brain as specific assemblies of neu-

rons (and their connections). Encoded in living matter, they are not static,

but participate in interacting processes as part of ”thinking”. So, even if

we know to identify some selected individual concepts as structures in the

brain, the challenge is to understand them dynamically as brain functions

and their interaction.

We approach this problem by proposing an algebraic system,Neural Al-

gebra. The algebraic framework then allows to distinguish types of brain

functions by their algebraic properties, equations as it were. Since the al-

gebraic elements are interdefinable with corresponding neural structures,

the model supports investigations of specific hypotheses about the interre-

lation between brain-function and brain-structure.

THE BRAIN MODEL A

The conceptually simplest model of a brain represents its connectivity, the

connectomeA, as a directed graph whose nodes, called neurons, fire at

discrete time instancest ∈ Z. The global activity of the brain, the firing

history of these neurons, is represented by thefiring functionf(a, t) which

takes the value1 if the neurona fires at timet and0 otherwise. Modeling a

brain is accomplished by imposing restrictions on the functionsf by spe-

cific afiring law inherited from abstracting neurological findings. A firing

law specifies the condition under which the firing of neuronsa1, . . . , ak at

timest1, . . . , tk causes the firing of a neuronak+1 at some later timetk+1 ,
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assuming the former are connected to it by directed edges.

For example: In artificial neural nets a rudimentary firing law is based on

assigning weights to the individual directed edges of the graphA: If sum

of weights the incoming edges (synapses) exceeds a given threshold, then

the firing of the corresponding source neurons at timet causes the firing of

the target neuron at timet + 1. Positive weights correspond to excitatory,

negative weights to inhibitory synapses.

Remark:To view living neurons as purely reacting entities is too restrictive

in my opinion. As the result of a very long line of descent fromunicellular

ancestors, it seems reasonable to suspect that they retain some mechanisms

of memory, optimization, goal functions, etc. This is of course disregarded

in our model as well as the more advanced insights of neurology.– How-

ever, the firing law of the model may include distinctions on the type of

messages from neuron to neuron such as the strength of the signal, spiking

rates etc.; it may also incorporate aspects of learning, e.g. by coding the

firing histories of some or all of the connections.

Definition 1 (Brain Model) A directed graphA together with a firing law

and a firing functionf conforming to it constitute a brain modelA.

Observing the activation history, we may be able to distinguish episodes

of firings of subpopulations of the neurons in the brain:firing patternsthat

specify the firing of some set of neuronsa inA during some time interval in

Z. Taking a causal point of view of the sequences of individualfirings, we

are able to distinguish cascades of firings: Starting with some arbitrarily

selected firings at some time instances, acascadeis a finite branched se-

quence of firings of neurons which causally follow from theseoriginal ac-
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tivations as determined by the firing law. Any firing pattern can be viewed

as a set of such cascades.

FIRING TRACKS AND BRAIN FUNCTIONS

The overall goal of modeling is to ascribe interpretations to firing patters

such as recognizing a shape or initiating an activity, in other words, to view

them asbrain functions. In analogy to the usual set-theoretic definition

of functions as sets of pairs, each individual cascade is to be understood

as a pair of input-cascade/output-cascade. This is accomplished byfreely

choosingthe firing of a specific neuron in the cascade as the key point of

causality: in essence the parts of the cascade that are its causal antecedents

are understood as inputs; a cascade that follows it is understood as output.

Note: By choosing key neurons in a set of cascades a firing pattern obtains

a causal interpretation

This analysis of cascades is formalized below by representing cascades as

track expressions. Note that the input- and output-cascades should reason-

ably also be represented as track expressions, thus structuring the whole

cascade. This leads to the following recursive definition oftrack expres-

sions, given a brain modelA.

Thebasic track expression〈a, t〉 denotes the activation of a single neuron

a at an integer time instancet.

Compositetrack expressions denote the activation of the neurons of a cas-

cade inA. Each track expression has the formxc(t) for some neuronc, the

key neuronof xc(t), and time instancet. In particular, the key neuron of

〈a, t〉 is a.

Consider antecedent neuronsa1, . . . , an connected to neuronb along paths
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of one or more directed edges inA, which in turn connects by such a path

to neuronan+1. By defining

xb(t) = {xa1(t1), . . . xan(tn)}
t
−→
b
xan+1

(tn+1),

where

t, t1, . . . tn+1 ∈ Z, t1, . . . tn < t < tn+1,

we recursively compose the track expressionsxa1, . . . xan+1
to form xb(t).

The neuronb is called thekey neuronof xb(t), anda1, . . . , an+1 are the

key neurons of the track expressionsxa1, . . . , xan+1
. Each such track ex-

pression, by timing of the key neurons, describes a firing of the neurons

occurring in it, thus defining a cascade of firings. This leadsto:

Definition 2 (Causal Track Expressions)A track expression〈a, t〉 is causal,

if f(a, t) = 1.

A composite track expression

xb(t) = {xa1(t1), . . . xan(tn)}
t
−→
b
xan+1

(tn+1)

is causal, iff(ai, ti) = 1, i = 1, . . . n + 1 andf(b, t) = 1, and the firing

of a1, . . . an suffice according to the firing law for the activation ofb as

well as of all neurons on the paths and at the times denoted by the track

expression.

Remember that any cascade may be interpreted by different causal track

expressions, depending on what successive choices are madeof key neu-

rons in the coding. Also note that the same neuron may occur repeatedly

in a track expression, reflecting the fact that activations may be cyclic.

As special cases we admit initial and terminal track expressions with empty
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antecedents,∅
t
−→
b
xan+1

(t′), respectively empty consequents

{{xa1(t1)}, . . .{xan(tn)}}
t
−→
b

⊥ , where”⊥” stands for the missing con-

sequent.

Each composite causal track expression is divided by its keyneuron into

argument track expressions and a value track expression, representing the

causality. (What is different from the classical function case is that these

arguments and values could again be, necessarily causal, track expressions;

this is a central aspect of the model.)

Definition 3 (Brain Functions) Any set of track expressions which are causal

with respect to the firing law is called a brain function.

Brain functions are the basic objects of our theory. Brain functions, fir-

ing patterns, are quite complex sets, a fact to which we have become quite

oblivious in the case of functions in analysis. The development of analysis

has singled out its realm by adding additional structure: Wecan add, mul-

tiply, differentiate and integrate functions. With this inmind, our goal is to

develop a corresponding operability with brain functions.

2 The Neural AlgebraNA

Brain functions are related by acting on each other as determined by the

structure of the net and the firing function. We untangle these interactions

by basing them on the concept ofapplying a brain function to another.

Recall that in each causal track expression the part to the left of the main

arrow represents the cascades that prompt the key neuron to fire. The cas-

cade denoted by the expression on the right denotes what new firings this
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firing produces. The same is true for sets of causal track expressions, thus

constituting functions, brain functions.

This observation motivates the following definition of composition of such

sets:

A brain functionM composedwith a brain functionN applies the causa-

tion, represented by causal track expressions inM , onN as follows:

M ·N = { xn+1(tn+1) : there exists{x1(t1), . . . , xn(tn)}
t
−→
b
x(tn+1)

in M such that{x1(t1), . . . , xn(tn)} ⊆ N} .

Definition 4 (Neural Algebras) GivenA = (A, f), a firing law and the

operation of composition, and a setB of subsets of the set of causal fir-

ing tracks, closed under this operation, defines an algebraic structure, the

neural algebraNA = 〈B, ·〉.

Note thatNA is essentially an enriched version of a Plotkin-Scott-Engeler

graph model of the untypedλ-calculus.1 2 The present author’s contribu-

tion,3 bases the Plotkin-Scott model of the Lambda Calculus on arbitrary

set (which is useful for applications to non-numeric modeling, interactive

systems, logic programming, and as here to neural science.)

Brain functions are patterns of firing neurons. Such patterns typically in-

volve a great number of neurons, linked over considerable distances and

active for considerable time relative to the time scale of the individual neu-

ron. Indeed, any mental activity is episodic in character, in particular in
1G.Plotkin, A set-theoretical definition of application, Memo MIP-R-95, School of Artif.Intell., Univ.

of Edinburgh 1972.
2D.S.Scott, The language LAMBDA (abstract), J.Symbolic Logic 39, (1974), 425-427.
3E.Engeler, Algebras and Combinators, Algebra Universalis,13 (1981), 389 – 392
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the way in which it is activated and used.

It may be argued that in reality the brain does not work on a time scale

from minus to plus infinity, that isZ, but during a finite lifetime. A set

R of track expressionsxa(t) makes only sense as a brain activity if the

firing of its neurons covers anappreciabletime interval[t0, t1], given by

the smallest and largest time indicest occurring in expressionsxa(t) in

R, for example ift1 − t0 > ν for some arbitrarily fixed numberν, say

105. Given a time interval[t0, t1] and track expressionsxa1(t), . . . xan(t)

we denote byR = {xa1(t), . . . xan(t)}
t1
t0

the firing pattern of which the set

of firing timest of the key neurons ofR cover the given time interval, the

sustaining intervalof R. The composition of sustained firing patterns may

not be sustained.

Notation: If xa(t) is a track expression, thenxa(t′) is the result of sub-

stituting t′ for t everywhere inxa(t), including of course all instances of

the dependent firing times, modified according to their placein the track

expression.

Two sustained firing patternsX andY areapproximateif their sustaining

intervals overlap for an appreciable subinterval and they are equal there.

We writeX ≈ Y in this case.

There are two ways by which we are able to realize sustention of a firing

pattern in our brain brain model: We may assume an external source of sig-

nals at one or more neurons which continue to activate the input neurons of

R during a given time interval, thinking of biochemical messaging. Or we

may have an autonomous sustention in form of one or more causal cycles

in the connectome. Such a cycle could be the base of a cyclically repeated

firing track as in some of the connectomes that we introduce later. In fact,
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external sustention may be mimicked by cycling a source track expression

upon itself.

3 Perception and Apperception

The question arises howNA could serve to model familiar brain functions

and to represent their properties by equations. A central such notion is that

of apperception. First, think ofperceptionP as the operation of activating

a set of neurons following some inputV , e.g. visual input, through some

connected layers of neurons. The brain function of apperception means

additionally thatP applied toV results in an activation specific to the input

– think of recognizing a shape. LetR = P · V denote a brain function to

be identified with the result of an apperception. As such, it needs to be

stable in the sense that its reaction to an input is persistent and abstract:

it retains only the reaction to those parts of the input that it takes to be

relevant. Thus, the defining equation for the result of an apperception is

that of a retraction:R · (R · X) = R · X for all X. Abusing a familiar

notion, we call such an object ofNA ameme.

Definition 5 (Apperceptions and Memes)The brain functionP is an ap-

perception ifP · V is a meme, satisfying the equation

(P · V ) · ((P · V ) ·X)) ≈ (P · V ) ·X for all V,X.

What are the connectome structures corresponding to memes ?

To simplify notation, let lower case greek letters denote finite sets of causal

track expressions, the involved time instances for its members are tacitly

understood.
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Theorem 1 (Connectomes of Memes)Every memeR can be presented

in the form

{αi
t
−→
r
xai(ti) : xai(ti) ∈ αi ⊆ {xaj(tj) : j ∈ I}, i ∈ I}t1t0,

wherer is one of a finite set of neurons specific toR. It is realized by a

connectome centered at the common neuronsr with all paths returning to

them.

Proof: Obviously for allX we haveR · (R ·X) ≈ R ·X for any suchR.

Conversely, letR = {αi
t
−→
r
xai(ti) : i ∈ I}t1t0 be a meme according to

the definition. From the defining equationR · (R ·X) ≈ R ·X it follows

at once thatR mapsR · X into itself for any sustainedX. Therefore

M = R · X ⊆ {xai(t) : i ∈ I}t1t0. Assume that there is an element

α
x
−→
r aj

(t) in R with noβ
x
−→
r′ aj

(t) in R andβ ⊆ {xai(t) : i ∈ I}t1t0. Then

R · (R · β)) = ∅ 6= R · β = x, contradiction.

Fleeing upon being threatenedmay serve here as a simple example of an

apperception; it models the embodiment of a familiar instinctive reaction

pattern. The modeling is based on hypothesizing memesS0 of threat,D0

of danger,L0 of the lack of cover, andF0 of realizing the necessity of

flight, all of them eventually depending on some visual inputV : S0 is the

result of the apperceptionS of the visual inputV as a threat,S0 = S · V .

CorrespondinglyD0 = D · V , L0 = L · V . For example, (cf. fig.2),

S0 = {{a2(t
′), a3(t

′′)}
t
−→
s
a2(t

′′′)}t2t1,

andS consists of all{v}
t
−→
a1

u and{v}
t
−→
a2

u with v ∈ V, u ∈ S0.

With F0 = {{f}
t
−→
c
f}t2t1, the meme of being forced too flee, the equation

F0 ≈ F · ((S ∪D ∪ L) · V )
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Figure 1: Fleeing upon a Threat.

represent a possible hypothesis for the brain function in question. Figure 1

shows the corresponding connectome.

The above example illustrates the discipline of modeling byneural algebra,

progressing from equations to solutions to connectome. It is rudimentary

on several aspects:

It is not plausible that a real brain has individual neurons such ass, r, l, c

above that completely and exclusively correspond to familiar classifica-

tions of inputs, there would simply have to be too many neurons in a

realistic brain to embody all the memes necessary for its functioning in

the world. Second, the activation of memes may depend on morecom-

plex networks than the feed-forward network forV depicted. Indeed,

one should envision extensive memes and deep collaboratingnetworks of

memes, some perhaps corresponding to logical connectives.
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4 Control

Controling is another important concept of the functionality of the brain.

A law of interactionbetween brain functionsA,C,B1, . . . , Bn is an equa-

tion A ≈ φ(C,B1, . . . , Bn) whereφ is some expression built up using

the operations· and∪ admitted in the model. Ifφ is of the formC ·

ψ(B1, . . . , Bn) we say thatC controls this interaction:

A ≈ C · ψ(B1, . . . , Bn).

Control is effected by applyingC to the inputsBi, typically memes, re-

sulting in the controlled outputA. Distributed controlcould be expressed

by splittingC intoC = C ′∪C ′′∪C ′′ according to the different controlling

memes.

Recursive Control. The controlling objectC controls an outputB by the

operationC · B with the goal to stabilize the output by the recursion

C · B ≈ B,

starting from an initial stateB0. If this state satisfies the initial condition

C ·B0 ⊇ B0 there is indeed a solution, obtained as follows: Let

Bi+1 = Bi ∪ C · Bi, i = 0, 1, . . . .

Note Bi+1 ⊇ Bi for all i since application is monotonic in both argu-

ments. IfNA is complete, i.e. closed under unions of directed sets, then

B =
⋃

iBi is a solution. The completeness ofNA follows from the fact

that the time indices inA are bounded by the finiteness of the model, cf.
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section 2 above.

Coupled controlis a kind of recursive control which arises if two control-

ling objectsC1 andC2 act in a coupled manner, e.g.

C1 · B ≈ A, C2 · A = B;

a situation encountered in neurology (e.g. hand-eye movement) just as in

mechanics (e.g. coupled pendulum). The solutionsA anB are again ob-

tained by iteration.

Joint control is a special case of coupled control, described by the equa-

tions

C1 ·A ≈ B ≈ C2 · A.

The above forms of control are represented by first-order equations.

Higher-order equations representhierarchical control: the controlling ob-

jectC is itself controlled by a separate controlling objectC ′. For example

B ≈ C · A, C ≈ C ′ ·A

effects second-order control.

The mathematical challengeis to pass from specific control equations to

connectomes representing their solutions. We illustrate this by the inter-

esting equation of reflexive control.

Reflexive Controlis the kind of control which reflects on the controlling

process itself. The equation of reflexive control is obtained by analyzing

this concept: Let us understand recursive control as the ability of the brain

to observe itself as it is planning, acting and reacting. This definition, at
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first sight, appears circular. Interpreted inNA it is simply self-referential:

The modelNA comprises firing patters corresponding to perceiving, act-

ing, planning, moving, etc. LetC be the prospective firing pattern of re-

flexive control. LetB be some set of causal firing tracks, what might be

called ”the active brain” in the model. ThenB · C is the result of observ-

ing, acting, etc. as dependent on the content ofC, andC · B represents

the reaction to the control to such activities. To these objects, includingC

itself,C is again applied; as in ”observing itself” above, i.e. reflexively.

This characterization of reflexive control transforms intoan equational def-

inition as follows:

Definition 6 (Reflexive Control) A sustained setC of track expressions in

the brainB represents reflexive control if it satisfies the equation

C · C ∪ C · (B · C) ∪ C · (C · B) ≈ C.

The question arises how to characterize firing patterns and their connec-

tional correlates corresponding to solutions of the above equation. For

this we need the notion of acausal cycle. This is a causal sequence

{yc0(t0), yc1(t1), yc2(t2), . . .} of causal track expressions of the formαi
ti−→
ci

xci+1
with xci−1

∈ αi for i = 0, 1, . . . , which is cyclic in the indicesi

modulo some periodn.

Theorem 2 (Connectomes of Reflexive Control)A neural algebra admits

nontrivial reflexive control if and only if it contains at least one sustained

causal cycle.

Proof:

Assume that the reflection equation has a nonempty sustainedsolutionC
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of sufficient length (see below) and consider a track expression xc(t) =

α
t
−→
c
y(t′) in C. By the equation,C being a left factor,y(t′) is an el-

ement ofC and is therefore also of this form. Forx = α
t
−→
c
y define

the input structureσ(x) as the tuple consisting of the key neuron ofx and

the key neurons of the elements ofα. The solutionC contains a sequence

xc0(t0), xc1(t1), . . . of causal track expressions of the formαi
ti−→
ci
xci+1

with

xci−1
∈ αi for i = 0, 1, . . . . If C is sustained and of sufficient length, the

corresponding sequence of input structures is eventually cyclic, (the model

being finite). By disregarding a non-cyclic initial segmentof this sequence,

we assume that it repeats afterσ(xcn−1
(tn−1)) and thereforeC contains a

sustained causal cycle.

Conversely, assume thatC0 = {{xc0(t0), xc1(t1), . . . xcn−1
(tn−1)}

t′′

t′ is a sus-

tained causal cycle of lengthn. By recursion construct

Cj+1 = Cj ∪ {αi
ti−→
ci
xci+1

(ti+1), i = 0, 1, . . . i− 1 mod n,

xci−1
∈ αi, xci−1

, xci, xci+1
∈ Cj},

resulting in

C =
⋃

j

Cj.

From the structure of C we conclude

C · C ≈ C,B · C ⊆ B,C ·B ⊆ C,C · (B · C) ⊆ C,

and thereforeC is a nontrivial solution of the reflection equation

C · C ∪ C · (B · C) ∪ C · (C · B) ≈ C,

based onC0. Generally, any set of causal cycles generates such a solution;

they form a lattice by set-inclusion.
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Figure 2: Connectome for States of Reflexive Control.

Fig. 2 shows a very rudimentary scheme of reflexive control; activation,

triggered by some of the links shown, may migrate from one of the possible

cycles, e.g. memes, to another. Again, one should envision connectomes

larger by several orders of magnitude.

Remark:The theorem indicates that there is a condition on availablefir-

ing patterns to support reflexive control; it is required by the ”sufficiently

large sustention” condition used in the proof. The lattice structure of the

set of solutions corresponds to phases or states of control,and their con-

textual movement depends on the inclusion/exclusion of thevarious in-

puts available from present states. In other words: reflexive control ex-

pands/contracts by attaching/releasing connections to perceptions, memo-

ries etc. according to the firing history.
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